HOW TO REFERENCE A PUBLICATION

Paper in journal:

Book:

Chapter in Book:

Paper in Proceedings (including ESA Proceedings, SP-xxx):

Paper in CD-only Proceedings (including ESA Proceedings, SP-xxx):
*Note: for Proceedings published in hardcopy plus CD, refer to the hardcopy version and use page numbers (see previous example).*

Web:
*Note: high-level publications should avoid references to web sites if at all possible. References should be to a permanent, unchanging source; web sites are ephemeral.*

Calling out References
In body text, call out a reference using parentheses:

(Smith, 1996)
(Smith, 1996a; 1996b; 1999) use ascending year order
(Smith & Jones, 1992)
(Smith et al., 2004) use ‘et al.’ for 3 or more authors.